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We introduce a new condition for { Y,,,} to have the same asymptotic distribution 
that ( Y,f has, where { Y,} is a sequence of random elements of a metric space 
(S, d) and IT,,) is a sequence of random indices. The condition on f  Yn) is that 
max,,,“d( Y,, Y,,) 4’0 as n + CCI, where D,= {i: /kj-k,sj <6,k,j and {a,} is a 
nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers. The condition on {rn} is that 
P(l(k,,,/k,,,,)-ll>6,,)~0 as n-cc. Under these conditions, we will show that 
4 Y,, 3 Y,,,, 1 -+’ 0 and apply this result to the CLT for a general class of sequences of 
dependent random variables. I( 1986 Academic PWSS, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many authors have investigated the asymptotic distributions of the 
sequence of random elements ( Y,,}, where ( Y,} is a sequence of random 
elements of a metric space (S, d) and {r, } is a sequence of random indices. 
The following result is the first essential result given by Anscombe [2] in 
the case when nothing is supposed concerning the dependence of {rn} on 
{ y,, > 
THEOREM 1. Let { Y,,} be a sequence of random elements of S which con- 
verges weakly to an S-valued random element Y ( Y,z * Y). Let it,,} be a 
sequence of random indices defined on the same probability space that { Y,,} 
is defined on and let {a,,} be an increasing sequence of positive integers 
tending to infinity such that z,Ja, converges to 1 in probability (z,/a, --+’ 1). 
Then in order that Y, =+ Y as n + 00, it is sufficient that for any E > 0 there 
exists S > 0 such that 
hm sup P max d(Y,, Y,)>E GE. (1.1) 
n - a’ ( r:[i-n[C6n > 
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Aldous [ 1 ] has proved that this condition, known as the Anscombe con- 
dition, is exactly the right one when S is separable and these results have 
been extended to the nonstationary case by Csorgii and Rychlik [3]. 
But for the Anscombe condition to hold it is required that { Y,,} satisfies 
a kind of generalized Kolmogorov inequality. One aim of this paper is to 
introduce a generalized version of the Anscombe condition and apply it to 
the central limit theorem (CLT) for a general class of the sequences of 
dependent random variables in which the weakly stationary sequences 
having the convergent sum of covariances are included as a familiar case. 
The Anscombe condition obviously implies that 
4 Y,“? Y,“) z 0 as n-co (1.2) 
for all {r,,} and (a,,} which satisfy the assumption stated in Theorem 1. 
The form (1.2) is essential for { Yr,} to have the same asymptotic dis- 
tribution that { Y,,> has. Another aim is to represent the Anscombe con- 
dition by this form. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, let (k,,} be a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers 
that represents the norming sequence as in [3]. And let {a,} be a non- 
decreasing sequence of positive integers stated in the introduction. Since 
z,,/a,, --tP 1 implies med(r,,)/a,, 3 1, (a,,} tends to infinity when z,, +P 00, 
where med(X) denotes the median of X. Let {6,,} be also a nonincreasing 
sequence of positive numbers and we consider the condition 
P(Ik&,,- 1 I >6,n)+0 as n-too, instead of r,,/a,, +’ 1. Now we 
introduce the condition A({k,,}, {a,,}, {S,,}) on {Y,,} which is similar to 
the Anscombe condition stated in the introduction. 
DEFINITION 1. { Y,,) is said to satisfy the condition A( { k,,}, {a,,}, {S,,}) 
if 
max d( Y,, Y,J -5 0 as n-tc.0. (2.1) 
is/l, 
Here in the sequel we denote 
D,,= {i: Iki-k,ml eLnk,“}. (2.2) 
Concerning the sequence of random indices {z,, }, we consider the follow- 
ing condition: 
P(J2-ll>d,)-0 as n+co. (2.3) 
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;is;“t of all (t,,} satisfies the condition (2.3) is denoted by T((k,,), (a,>, 
I, . 
THEOREM 2. In order that Y,,* Yfur all {t,,) E T((k,), {a,), (S,,)), it 
is sufficient that {Y,,} satisfies the condition A((k,}, {a,,}, (6,)) and 
Y,,$ * Y. Moreover, it is also necessary when S is separable. 
This theorem can be proved by the manner similar to Aldous’ one [ 11, 
and so the proof is omitted. 
Remark I. If (Y,,} satisfies A( {kn}, {n}, fdn}) then it satisfies A( {k,}, 
{a,,), {6,,}) for all {a,,} tending to infinity. Therefore if Y,, =j Y and { Yn} 
satisfies A((k,?J, (n>, (6,}), then Ym+ Y for all (r,z) such that (2.3) is 
satisfied for some {a,,} tending to infinity as n --) co. 
Remark 2. The set of sequences of random indices {r,,) which satisfies 
the classical condition, that is, kJkUH + ’ 1 (or simply z,,/a,, --,’ 1) for some 
{a,,} is represented by n6,0 T(fk,l, {a,,), CS>) (or f16,0~({nl~ {a,,), 
(6 1)) where (6 } is the constant sequence with 6,, = 6. This set also equals 
to U:~,,I T((k,,), (a,,}, {S,,>) (or U;~,IV(~), {a,,), iS,l>)) where the union 
is restricted to 6,, JO. 
As stated in the Introduction, it is important that the Anscombe con- 
dition implies that d( YTm, YJ 4’ 0 for all IT,*> and {a,r} such that 
z,,/a,, +’ 1. The following theorem shows that the converse implication is 
true. Note that we suppose neither the weak convergence of ( Y,,} nor the 
separability of S. 
THEOREM 3. (i) For each sequence of positive numbers {s,, >, in order 
that 4 Y+, YJ + ‘Ofor (r,,]~ T({k,,}, {a,,}, (6,,}), it isnecessary and.@ 
fi:cient that { Y,,} satisfies the condition A( { k,, ), {a,, ), {a,,) ). 
(ii) In order that d( YTn, YU,,) --) ’ 0 for all sequence of random indices 
(z,, ) such that k,jk,” -+ ’ 1, it is necessary and sufficient that { Y,,} satisfies 
the extended Anscombe condition to the nonstationary case [S], that is, for 
any E > 0 there exists 6 => 0 such that 
lim sup P max d( Y,, Y,,,)) 3 E < E (2.4) 
,,-,I ( IE O,(6) ) 
where D,,(S)= {i: Ik,-k,) <6k,“}. 
Proof: The sufficiency in (i) and (ii) can be proved similarly to the 
classical results. Here we shall prove the necessity: 
(i) For each n, define the random index {t,,} as follows: 
‘f,, = i, on {d(Yi,,, Y,+) = z%t 4 Yi, Yc,,,) 1 
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where D,, is given in definition 1. The proof is obvious from It,,} E T( (k,,}, 
bllh NJ). 
(ii) Suppose the contrary. Then there exist .s>O and a strictly 
increasing sequence of positive integers { nk} such that 
P max d(Y;, Y,,)b& >E 
,~Dn~(llk) i 
(2.5) 
for all positive integers k. Then if we put c,! = l/k for n = nk-, + l,..., nk, 
then { Y,,} does not satisfy A( {k,,}, {a,), {c,,}). On the other hand, it 
follows from c,,JO that, for each (~~~1 E T((k,,j, {a,,), {c,,)), k,,,/k,zz+P 1 
which implies that d( YTn, Y,,J + ’ 0 as n + co. This contradicts (i). The 
proof is complete. 
Theorem 3 together with Remark 2 leads us to the conclusion that the 
extended Anscombe condition stated in Theorem 3(ii) is equivalent to that 
the condition A( {k,,), {a,,}, {J,,}) holds for all (6,,} tending to 0. Hence 
Theorem 2 is a refinement of Theorem 1 in [3]. 
3. A RANDOM CLT FOR DEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES 
We know that the CLT’s in the usual sense hold for various types of 
sequences of dependent random variables under certain conditions. But the 
classical Anscombe condition is too rigorous to be applied to most of these 
CLT’s except the CLT for martingale sequences and so as mentioned in the 
Introduction. 
In this section, we shall consider a general class of sequences of random 
variables {X,,} which have the following central limit properties: 
%I& * NP, 02) as n-cc (3.1) 
where S,, = C;: =, xk and N(p, a’) denotes a normal random variable with 
mean p and variance (TV > 0. For a mathematical convenience, it will be 
assumed that p = 0 and 
ax,,1 = 0 for n> 1. (3.2) 
For general case we have only to apply the results for this special case to 
the centered sequence (X,, - I!Z[X,~] }. And we shall assume that 
a(Sn,+.- &)“I = O(n) uniformly in m. (3.3) 
(3.2) and (3.3) are basic assumptions and the CLT (3.1) holds under 
various types of additional hypotheses on the dependency of (X,}, the 
higher order of S, and on some others. As stated in the Introduction, 
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the weakly stationary sequences {Jx’,~} for which the covariances 
ri= E[X,,X,,+i] have convergent sum C,?= r r, have the central limit 
property (3.1) and satisfy the conditions (3.2) and (3.3). The purpose of 
this section is to extend the CLT’s of the sequences of dependent random 
variables satisfying (3.2) and (3.3) to the corresponding random CLT’s. 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall put on k,, = n and a, = n. 
The following result by Moricz [S] plays the alternative roles of the 
Kolmogorov inequality for the sequences of independent random variables 
or for martingale sequences. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let IV,,,,, = max, <k < ,, 1 S,, + k - S, 1 .for m > 0, n >, 1. Zf . . 
EC I sn, + I2 - s,, Ii’] = O(n) un~formlv in m (3.4) 
for some y > 1, then 
~CW~,,,l = O(n(log 2nN uniformly in m (3.5) 
where in the sequal all logarithms are taken with base 2. 
We apply Theorem 2 to the CLT for {A’,,) satisfy (3.2) and (3.3), and 
give the condition on {r,,} under which the corresponding random CLT 
holds. 
THEOREM 4. Let {X,,} be a sequence of random variables which satisfies 
(3.2) and (3.3) and has the central limit property (3.1). Ifs,, = o((log n)--2), 
then S,,,iJK (or S,,,/&) * NO, ~‘1 for all It,, > E T( {n 1 {n 1, IS,,) 1. 
Proqf: It is sufficient to show that 
I max 1 S, - S,, 12 0 
J;; iED,, 
(3.6) 
where D,,= {i; Ii-n1 <n6,,}. Let 
Mm= max I si - s,, I. i= II I . . . . . . 1 [n6,,] 
Then we have M, = M,,,r,,,j,,j. By Proposition I, we obtain 
E[MJ ] = O(nf?j,,(log 2&j,,)‘). (3.8) 
Hence 6,, = o((log n) ~ 2, implies 
E[MZ, ] = o(n) as n+co (3.9) 
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Similarly the result that E[MZ ] = o(n) is obtained. The proof is complete 
by virtue of the following relation 
(3.10) 
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